ARK Oval PE Sports’ Funding 2017/18

Introduction
Ethos
Oval children, parents and staff are passionate about Sport. a strong competitive sporting history,
particularly outdoor athletics, hockey and both girls’ and boys’ football and netball. One of the main aims
for ARK Oval sports’ funding is to ensure that every child is able to access a rich and varied sporting
experience. Programmes have been put in place to encourage active lunchtime and afterschool activities
in addition to those already in place. Additionally, we want an increased focus this year on encouraging
all children, in particular those who historically may have been less active and those who find accessing
the academic curriculum challenging. We place great importance on ensuring that our children can swim
competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres, using a range of strokes
effectively and perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations.

Context of our Academy
Ark Oval Primary Academy is a large community school situated in East Croydon. There are 596 pupils
on roll, which is well above the national average.
The school is organised into 20 classes with one class containing mixed age groups.
Pupil Premium & Deprivation Indicators
Eligibility for Pupil Premium is 25%, which is in line with the national average of 25.4%.

SEND
10% of our pupils are on the SEND register which is below the national average. The percentage of
pupils E H C P s i s 1 . 5 % is below the national average.
How we are spending the money
A) PE Coach 0.8 FTE £14495
1.
In school leadership of PE and Sport
2.
Advice and support for teachers
3.
Daily lunchtime multi-sports activity clubs
4.
After school sports clubs
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Two Additional Afterschool Clubs in Salsa and Cheerleading £3267
1. Main aim to involve more girls and less active children in sport and physical activity

Equipment £850
It is anticipated that the majority of requirements for PE equipment this year will be made through the
Sainsbury’s voucher scheme. A notional sum has been allocated for unexpected / additional costs.
Afterschool clubs currently running that are not funded through school sports funding: Reception multi sports,
Karate.
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Impact
Three additional afterschool and daily lunchtime clubs have continued with excellent participation. This
has led to an observed increased confidence in the children who take part, whilst improving their skills.
4.
Currently, 48 children attend the football, salsa and cheerleading sessions after school. These
pupils were not attending regular afterschool clubs before. This has helped these children
develop their social skills in working with other pupils who they would not usually have
communication with. Salsa and cheerleading has been particularly successful in encouraging
girls’ participation in sport.
5.
Clubs are designed to encourage less active and pupil premium children, giving them a lifelong
enjoyment of exercise and teamwork. This has led to an improvement in the health and wellbeing of the pupils who have participated.
6.
Support for teachers so they can deliver high quality lessons as they have access to planning
advice and can observe the coach teach if necessary.
7.
Before intervention, a high proportion of the children attending the new lunchtime and
afterschool clubs found accessing the academic curriculum challenging. There has been a
reduction in playground incidents, although we are still seeking to improve this.
8.
Gifted children are targeted within the groups. 25 gifted boys and girls are regularly encouraged
to extend their achievement in sport during lunchtime sessions and to participate in
tournaments. Key targets are to challenge these children’s abilities and develop ARK Oval
competitiveness within these areas. All sessions are well attended.
9.
Children in year 3 and 4 to receive specialist swimming tuition in a purpose-built facility
to develop swimming skills.
14.
In our current Year 6 cohort 65% of are meeting the national curriculum requirement to swim
competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres, use a range of
strokes effectively and perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations.

Summary of Expenditure
Amount of funding 2017/18
Total
PE Coach 0.75 FTE
Additional after school funclubs
Equipment
Swimming
PE and Sport Scheme of Work
TOTAL
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£20,230
£14495
£3267
£850
£1018
£600
£20,230

Reviewing and Improving our Sports Offer
We will review the quality of the sports offer provided at Ark Oval Primary Academy on an
annual basis.
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